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ABSTRACT: Proteins serve as molecular machines in
performing their biological functions, but the detailed
structural transitions are difficult to observe in their native
aqueous environments in real time. For example, despite
extensive studies, the solution-phase structures of the
intermediates along the allosteric pathways for the transitions
between the relaxed (R) and tense (T) forms have been
elusive. In this work, we employed picosecond X-ray solution
scattering and novel structural analysis to track the details of
the structural dynamics of wild-type homodimeric hemoglobin
(HbI) from the clam Scapharca inaequivalvis and its F97Y mutant over a wide time range from 100 ps to 56.2 ms. From kinetic
analysis of the measured time-resolved X-ray solution scattering data, we identified three structurally distinct intermediates (I1, I2,
and I3) and their kinetic pathways common for both the wild type and the mutant. The data revealed that the singly liganded and
unliganded forms of each intermediate share the same structure, providing direct evidence that the ligand photolysis of only a
single subunit induces the same structural change as the complete photolysis of both subunits does. In addition, by applying
novel structural analysis to the scattering data, we elucidated the detailed structural changes in the protein, including changes in
the heme−heme distance, the quaternary rotation angle of subunits, and interfacial water gain/loss. The earliest, R-like I1
intermediate is generated within 100 ps and transforms to the R-like I2 intermediate with a time constant of 3.2 ± 0.2 ns.
Subsequently, the late, T-like I3 intermediate is formed via subunit rotation, a decrease in the heme−heme distance, and
substantial gain of interfacial water and exhibits ligation-dependent formation kinetics with time constants of 730 ± 120 ns for
the fully photolyzed form and 5.6 ± 0.8 μs for the partially photolyzed form. For the mutant, the overall kinetics are accelerated,
and the formation of the T-like I3 intermediate involves interfacial water loss (instead of water entry) and lacks the contraction of
the heme−heme distance, thus underscoring the dramatic effect of the F97Y mutation. The ability to keep track of the detailed
movements of the protein in aqueous solution in real time provides new insights into the protein structural dynamics.

■ INTRODUCTION
The allosteric structural transition of hemoglobin induced by
ligand binding is an important process that is directly related to
the function and reactivity of the protein.1−7 Because of the
heteromeric nature of human tetrameric hemoglobin, the
structural propagation between allosteric sites involving
cooperative ligand binding and subsequent tertiary and
quaternary structural changes is complex. As a result, it has
been difficult to characterize the structure and kinetics of singly,

doubly, or multiply liganded species that are transiently formed
along the allosteric pathways. In this regard, HbI has a simpler
homodimeric structure and thus is a convenient model system
for studying allosteric structural changes.8−10 However, even for
this simpler system, the allosteric process involving cooperative
ligand binding and subsequent tertiary and quaternary
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structural changes is complex, and its detailed structural
dynamics has yet to be understood completely.
Static crystal structures of the oxygenated (relaxed, R) and

deoxygenated (tense, T) forms of HbI11−15 may provide the
starting and end structures of the R−T transition, allowing
theoretical prediction of the reaction pathways and associated
protein motions between the two end states.16−21 However,
such static structures cannot provide information on the
detailed motions and the existence of any intermediates
involved in the allosteric structural transitions. Dynamical
information is often accessible via time-resolved measure-
ments,9,22−29 but optical spectroscopy techniques are generally
not sensitive to global quaternary structural changes.30−32 As an
alternative approach to circumvent the limitation in the
structural sensitivity of optical spectroscopies, time-resolved
X-ray crystallography33−38 can be used to track structural
transitions in the crystal. It has been shown that the positive
cooperativity of HbI is maintained in the crystal,10 but recent
time-resolved X-ray crystallography studies of HbI showed a
quaternary subunit rotation of only 0.6° instead of the 3.3°
rotation expected on the basis of static R and T crystal
structures.36,37

In this work, to investigate directly the structural dynamics of
HbI in the solution phase instead of the crystalline phase, we
applied pump−probe X-ray solution scattering (which is
globally sensitive to secondary, tertiary, and quaternary
structural changes of proteins in solution) to visualize the
detailed allosteric structural transition of HbI in solution in real
time. Although pump−probe X-ray solution scattering has
previously been applied to proteins,39−44 detailed structural
information on transient intermediates could not be obtained in
those studies because of the lack of a proper structural analysis
tool, which is well-established for small molecules.45−49 Here,
by applying to the measured X-ray solution scattering data a
novel structural analysis using Monte Carlo simulations, we
report a detailed description of the structural dynamics involved
in the allosteric structural transitions of wild-type HbI and its
F97Y mutant, whose structures are shown in Figure 1. Details
of the experimental methods and data analysis are provided in
Materials and Methods and in the Supporting Information (SI).
In general, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) can provide
global structural information such as the radius of gyration and

molecular shape.50−62 In this work, we used wide-angle X-ray
scattering (WAXS) data as well as SAXS data to extract
additional higher-resolution structural information such as the
subunit rotation angle and the heme−heme distance as a
function of time.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Acquisition. Time-resolved X-ray solution scattering data

were acquired using the pump−probe method at the 14IDB beamline
at the Advanced Photon Source and beamline NW14A at KEK (see
the SI for details). Aqueous solution samples of HbI ligated with CO
ligands [HbI(CO)2] and its F97Y mutant were prepared using a
previously established protocol.63 The samples contained in a capillary
of 1 mm thickness were excited with ∼35 ps laser pulses at 532 nm.
Time-resolved scattering curves were collected at 40−70 pump−probe
time delays between the laser pump pulse and the X-ray probe pulse in
the range from 100 ps to 56.2 ms as well as at a reference time delay of
−5 μs. To attain a signal-to-noise ratio good enough for data analysis,
about 20 images were acquired and averaged at each time delay. The
measured time delays were spread evenly on a logarithmic time scale
as follows: −5 μs, 108 ps, 167 ps, 246 ps, 352 ps, 492 ps, 680 ps, 930
ps, 1.26 ns, 1.71 ns, 2.30 ns, 3.09 ns, 4.15 ns, 5.55 ns, 7.43 ns, 10 ns,
13.3 ns, 17.8 ns, 23.7 ns, 31.6 ns, 42.2 ns, 56.2 ns, 75 ns, 100 ns, 133
ns, 178 ns, 237 ns, 316 ns, 422 ns, 562 ns, 750 ns, 1 μs, 1.33 μs, 1.78
μs, 2.37 μs, 3.16 μs, 4.22 μs, 5.62 μs, 7.5 μs, 10 μs, 13.3 μs, 17.8 μs,
23.7 μs, 31.6 μs, 42.2 μs, 56.2 μs, 75 μs, 100 μs, 133 μs, 178 μs, 237 μs,
316 μs, 422 μs, 562 μs, 750 μs, 1 ms, 1.33 ms, 1.78 ms, 2.37 ms, 3.16
ms, 4.22 ms, 5.62 ms, 7.5 ms, 10 ms, 13.3 ms, 17.8 ms, 23.7 ms, 31.6
ms, 42.2 ms, and 56.2 ms. To check the power dependence (and thus
the ligation dependence) of the structural transition of HbI after ligand
photolysis, three sets of data were collected using laser fluences of 0.25
(“low”), 0.5 (“mid”), and 1.0 (“high”) mJ/mm2. Taking the difference
between the scattering curve measured at each time delay point and
the reference scattering curve measured at −5 μs yielded the difference
scattering curve ΔS(q,t). The contribution from laser-induced solvent
heating was removed from the measured scattering curves (see the SI
for details).

Kinetic Analysis. The measured data were analyzed by applying
singular value decomposition (SVD) and kinetic analysis to extract the
kinetics of the allosteric structural transition of HbI. From SVD of the
experimental data in the q range 0.15−1.0 Å−1, three singular
components of significant amplitudes were identified. The relaxation
times were determined by simultaneously fitting the three principal
time-dependent components (right singular vectors) multiplied by
singular values with a sum of seven exponentials sharing common
relaxation times. From the fitting, we obtained relaxation times of 3.2

Figure 1. Crystal structure of HbI(CO)2.
11 (left) Crystal structure of wild-type HbI(CO)2 (PDB entry 3sdh); (right) close-up view of the subunit

interface. In the F97Y mutant, the Phe97 residue in each subunit of the wild type (shown in blue) is replaced by Tyr. Water molecules (shown in
red) are well-organized at the interface of the two subunits. Static crystallography shows that the R−T transition induces a change in the number of
interfacial water molecules. The hemes are directly in contact with each other through the hydrogen-bonding network.
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± 0.2 ns, 93 ± 20 ns, 730 ± 120 ns, 5.6 ± 0.8 μs, 15.2 ± 8 μs, 1.8 ± 0.3
ms, and 9.1 ± 0.9 ms for wild-type HbI excited at the mid laser fluence.
The same fitting procedure was performed for F97Y mutant HbI
excited at the mid laser fluence, and relaxation times of 3.0 ± 0.3 ns, 40
± 20 ns, 370 ± 100 ns, 4.7 ± 3.1 μs, 26 ± 14 μs, and 330 ± 40 μs were
obtained. These relaxation times were used in the subsequent kinetic
analysis based on a kinetic model. In this step, the theoretical time-
resolved difference scattering curve at each time delay was generated as
a linear combination of the species-associated difference scattering
curves obeying the kinetics determined by the kinetic model. By
minimizing the discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical
time-resolved difference scattering curves, the species-associated
scattering curves for three intermediates were extracted and used for
further structure refinement. This procedure is basically identical to
principal component analysis (PCA) except that the species-associated
difference scattering curves are constructed from a linear combination
of the principal time-independent left singular vectors. Details are
provided in the SI.
Structure Refinement Aided by Monte Carlo Simulations. To

obtain more detailed structural insight into the tertiary and quaternary
structural changes of HbI, we developed a structure refinement
procedure aided by Monte Carlo simulations using the species-
associated difference curves obtained from the kinetic analysis. Each
subunit of the HbI intermediate was divided into nine rigid bodies,
namely, eight helices and one heme group, giving a total of 18 rigid
bodies in the entire HbI protein. To prevent the simulation from being
trapped in local energy minima, we generated many starting structures
for the structure refinement (instead of using only one crystal
structure) by randomly moving the rigid bodies in known crystal
structures of HbI using the Monte Carlo simulation. As a result,
hundreds of random structures with symmetric subunits were
generated with a root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 1.2 Å, which
is twice as large as the rmsd between the mono-CO- and deoxy-HbI
crystal structures (0.6 Å). The goal of the structure refinement was to
find a structure that minimized the value of the target function, E,
which consisted of Edata, the difference between the experimental and
theoretical curves, and Echem, the penalty proportional to the chemical
interactions of the nonbonded short-range repulsion and symmetry
restraints between two subunits. The Edata term was represented by a
χ2 value determined from the difference between the theoretical curve
from the simulation and a time-independent species-associated curve.
The Echem term contained the components of collision and symmetry
restraints. The rigid bodies could be moved randomly until the lowest
target function value was found, but this approach was rather slow in
minimizing the target function value. To speed up the convergence, in
our approach the rigid bodies were moved according to the three
potential terms (the chemical, χ2, and symmetry force fields). Details
are provided in the SI.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Kinetic Analysis of Difference Solution Scattering
Curves. Time-resolved difference X-ray solution scattering
curves, ΔS(q,t), following photoexcitation of a wild-type HbI
solution at the mid laser fluence (0.5 mJ/mm2) are shown in
Figure 2a. The corresponding data for the F97Y mutant, in
which the Phe97 residue in each subunit of the wild type is
replaced by Tyr, are shown in Figure 2b. Even a simple
comparison indicates that the structural dynamics are greatly
altered by the mutation.
To extract the structure and formation kinetics of

intermediates involved in the photocycle of HbI, we applied
SVD-aided kinetic analysis to the data measured at time delays
from 100 ps to 56.2 ms (see the SI for details). Regardless of
the laser fluence, the SVD analysis identified three significant
singular components. The three time-independent left singular
vectors could be converted into the three time-independent
species-associated scattering curves shown in Figure 3b,

suggesting the existence of three structurally distinct
intermediates, termed as I1, I2, and I3 in the order of their
appearance in time. Careful kinetic analysis revealed that the
data of for both the wild type and the F97Y mutant can be
satisfactorily explained by the common kinetic model described
in Figure 3a involving biphasic kinetics, geminate recombina-
tion, and bimolecular CO recombination (see the SI for
details). The associated kinetic parameters were optimized to
make the linear combination of the species-associated scattering
curves give a satisfactory match (red curves in Figure 2) with
the experimental time-dependent difference scattering curve for
each of the data sets measured at the three different laser
fluence levels.
Figure 3c,d shows the population changes of the three

intermediates at the mid laser fluence as functions of time for
the wild type and the mutant, respectively. For the wild type,
the earliest intermediate, I1, which was determined to be R-like
via structural analysis as shown later, is formed within 100 ps
and transformed into the I2 intermediate with a time constant
of 3.2 ± 0.2 ns. Some of intermediate I2 undergoes geminate
recombination with CO with a time constant of 93 ± 20 ns,
returning to the nonphotolyzed form of intermediate I1, which
then ultimately decays to the initial HbI(CO)2 structure with a
time constant of 15.2 ± 8 μs. The rest of I2 is converted to
intermediate I3 biphasically with time constants of 730 ± 120
ns and 5.6 ± 0.8 μs. Subsequently, intermediate I3, which
corresponds to the T state, returns to the initial HbI(CO)2 via
bimolecular CO recombination with a bimolecular rate
constant of 95 ± 0.27 mM−1 s−1. For the F97Y mutant, the
overall kinetics is accelerated, except for the transition of I1 to I2
(3.0 ± 0.3 ns) and the geminate recombination. The R−T
transition from I2 to I3 (with time constants of 40 ± 20 ns for
the fully photolyzed form and 370 ± 100 ns for the partially

Figure 2. Picosecond pump−probe X-ray solution scattering for wild-
type HbI(CO)2 and its F97Y mutant. Time-resolved difference X-ray
solution scattering curves, ΔS(q,t), measured for solution samples of
(a) wild-type and (b) F97Y mutant HbI are shown. The time delay
after photoexcitation is indicated above each curve. For clarity, only
data at selected time delays are shown (see the SI for data at all time
delays). Experimental curves (black) are compared with theoretical
curves (red) that were generated from linear combinations of three
time-independent species-associated scattering curves extracted from
the kinetic analysis using the model shown in Figure 3a.
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photolyzed form) is accelerated and becomes faster than the
geminate recombination from I2 to I1. As shown in Figure 3d,e,
the geminate recombination pathway is practically quenched.
The bimolecular recovery of HbI(CO)2 from I3 is accelerated
(1310 ± 20 and 95 ± 0.27 mM−1 s−1 for the mutant and wild
type, respectively), and the ratio of the fully photolyzed species
becomes much smaller, as shown in Figure 3e. These
observations are consistent with a stronger CO binding affinity
for the F97Y mutant than for the wild type.
Since the slower component of the I2 population decay

decreases at the high laser fluence and the relative ratio of the
fully photolyzed form increases with laser fluence as shown in
Figure 3e, the fast and slow components are associated with the
fully and partially photolyzed forms of intermediate I2,
respectively. Here we note that the biphasic kinetics associated
with only a single (structurally distinct) species indicates that
both the partially and fully photolyzed variants of I2 (and thus
I3) have the same structure. This finding is direct structural
evidence that CO photolysis of a single subunit of HbI
effectively induces the same structural change as photolysis of
both subunits does. Recently, a mechanistic model for

transmitting the motion of one subunit to the other subunit
was proposed based on a meta-analysis of a large collection of
various crystal structures of HbI.64 Our observation is
consistent with this structural mechanism that keeps the two
subunits in symmetry.

Structural Analysis of Intermediates. The species-
associated scattering curves of the three intermediates for the
wild type and the mutant (Figure 3b) reveal important
structural information. The wild type and the mutant have
identical scattering curves for I1 and I2, indicating that the
structures of I1 and I2 are not affected by the mutation, in
contrast to the much accelerated kinetics in the mutant.
However, the wild type and the mutant exhibit significantly
different scattering curves for I3. To distinguish the two
different intermediates, the I3 intermediates of the wild type
and the F97Y mutant are named I3(WT) and I3(F97Y),
respectively, where necessary. Especially, the signals for I3(WT)
and I3(F97Y) show opposite signs at small angles (<0.2 Å−1),
positive for the wild type and negative for the mutant. As the
small-angle signal is sensitive to the overall number of electrons
belonging to the scattering particle, the small-angle region of

Figure 3. Kinetic model, species-associated X-ray scattering curves for the three intermediates and their time-dependent population changes, and
dependence of the fully and partially photolyzed species on laser fluence. (a) Kinetic model compatible with the data for both the wild type and
mutant. The time constants in black and red correspond to the wild type and mutant, respectively. The kinetics of the mutant is accelerated relative
to that of the wild type. Each intermediate species can have both fully photolyzed and partially photolyzed forms. The red (with “CO”) and white
symbols indicate the liganded and photolyzed subunits, respectively. On the basis of our structural analysis, the subunits of each intermediate are
represented with differently shaped symbols to indicate the change in the tertiary structure. In intermediate I3, one subunit is described as rotating
with respect to the other, reflecting the quaternary structural change in the transition from I2 to I3. For the wild type, intermediate I1 is generated
within 100 ps and transformed into intermediate I2 with a time constant of 3.2 ± 0.2 ns. Subsequently, intermediate I3 is formed, exhibiting ligation-
dependent formation kinetics with time constants of 730 ± 120 ns for the fully photolyzed form and 5.6 ± 0.8 μs for the partially photolyzed form.
Intermediate I3 returns to HbI(CO)2 with a bimolecular nongeminate CO recombination rate constant of 95 ± 0.27 mM−1 s−1. Some of
intermediate I2 returns to the nonphotolyzed form of intermediate I1 via geminate recombination with a time constant of 93 ± 20 ns. This
nonphotolyzed form of I1 returns to HbI(CO)2 with a time constant of 15.2 ± 8 μs. For the F97Y mutant, the overall kinetics is accelerated, except
for the transition of I1 to I2 and the geminate recombination. (b) Species-associated scattering curves for the earliest intermediate I1, the early
intermediate I2, and the late intermediate I3. These curves correspond to the constituents of the matrix B described in the SI. The curves for the wild
type (black) and F97Y mutant (red) are shown together. (c, d) Population changes of the three intermediates (mid laser fluence) as functions of
time for (c) the wild type and (d) the mutant. The lines correspond to the populations obtained from the kinetic analysis of the experimental
scattering data, and the symbols correspond to the optimized populations at the time delay points where experimental data were measured. (e)
Relative ratios of the fully photolyzed species (cyan), the partially photolyzed species (magenta), and the geminately recombined species (blue) as
functions of laser fluence.
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the I3 intermediate data may serve as the signature of major
entry or exit of interfacial water molecules. Our observation is
consistent with the previously reported water entry for the wild
type12 and water loss for the F97Y mutant.15

To extract detailed structural changes such as subunit
rotation and movements of hemes and helices, we performed
structure refinement aided by Monte Carlo simulations for the
time-independent, species-associated scattering curves of I1, I2,
I3(WT), and I3(F97Y) (see the SI for details). Each subunit of
an HbI intermediate was divided into nine rigid bodies (eight

helices and one heme group), giving a total of 18 rigid bodies in
the entire HbI protein. Recently, slight bending of the E helix
was proposed on the basis of an inspection of various crystal
structures of HbI,64 but the extent of the bending is not
substantial enough to deviate from the rigid-body approx-
imation. Starting from a crystal structure, Monte Carlo
simulation was employed to generate many random structures
by moving the rigid bodies. On the basis of the aforementioned
correlation between the small-angle signal and the known
entry/exit of interfacial water molecules, the numbers of
interfacial water molecules were fixed as those of the crystal
structures (Table 1). Figure 4 shows the results for the I3(WT)
intermediate as an example. For each intermediate, 360 random
structures were generated. For each of the initial random
structures, we refined the structure by minimizing the χ2 value
(i.e., the degree of discrepancy between the experimental curve
and the theoretical curve calculated from the structure). To do
so, we explored the structural space using Monte Carlo
simulations guided by molecular dynamics (MD) force fields
and simulated annealing. In Figure 4a, the χ2 values for the
initial structure (black circles) and the refined structures (red
and blue circles) are plotted as functions of the rmsd with
respect to an arbitrary reference structure (in this case deoxy-
HbI, PDB entry 4sdh). The wide range of the structural space
consisting of these random structures is evident in the
widespread distribution of the displacement plots shown in
Figure 4b. A displacement plot of a structure shows the
displacement of amino acid residues in comparison with a
reference structure as a function of the amino acid sequence
and thus displays the difference in tertiary structure between a
structure of interest and a reference structure. Here the position
of a residue is defined by the distance between the Cα atom in
the residue and the iron atom of the heme, and the
displacement of the residue is the difference in this distance
for the two compared structures. As expected from the variety
and high χ2 values of the initial random structures, the
theoretical scattering curves calculated from those structures
(Figure 4d) show a wide range of variations and do not match

Figure 4. Structure refinement aided by Monte Carlo simulations. The case of the wild-type I3 intermediate is shown as an example. Starting from
360 random initial structures generated from Monte Carlo simulations, we minimized the χ2 value (i.e., the degree of discrepancy between the
experimental curve and the theoretical curve calculated from one of the starting structures) by exploring the structural space via Monte Carlo
simulations guided by MD force fields and simulated annealing. (a) The χ2 values between the experimental curve and the theoretical curve for the
initial structure (black circles) and the refined structures (red and blue circles) are plotted as functions of the rmsd vs an arbitrary reference structure
(4sdh). Those corresponding to the best structures are circled in blue. (b, c) Displacement plots for (b) 50 arbitrary structures chosen from among
the 360 initial structures and (c) the 76 best refined structures. The displacement was calculated with respect to the 3sdh structure of HbI(CO)2.
Helices are labeled at the top of the plots. (d, e) Comparison of the experimental species-associated scattering curve with the theoretical scattering
curves of (d) the 50 arbitrary structures and (e) the 76 best refined structures.

Table 1. Rmsd Values for the Whole Protein, Fe−Fe
Distances between the Two Hemes, Numbers of Interfacial
Water Molecules, and Subunit Rotation Angles for the
Averaged Refined Structures of the Intermediates (I1, I2, and
I3) and the Deoxy-HbI Crystal Structure (PDB Entry 4sdh11)
with Respect to the HbI(CO)2 Crystal Structure (PDB Entry
3sdh11)a

rmsd (Å)

Fe−Fe
distance
(Å)

number of
interface water
molecules

rotation angle
(deg)

HbI(CO)2
(3sdh)

− 18.4 11 −

deoxy-HbI
(4sdh)

0.6 16.6 17 3.5

deoxy-HbI
F97Y mutant
(2aup)

0.6 17.2 6 3.4b

I1 0.4
(±0.05)

18.0
(±0.2)

9 (fixed) −0.1 (±0.5)

I2 0.4
(±0.06)

17.9
(±0.3)

9 (fixed) 0.1 (±0.5)

I3(WT) 0.7
(±0.05)

16.6
(±0.2)

17 (fixed) 3.5 (±0.6)

I3(F97Y) 0.8
(±0.04)

18.0
(±0.2)

6 (fixed) 3.0 (±0.6)

aValues in parentheses are standard deviations among the candidate
structures. bThe subunit rotation angle for the deoxy-HbI F97Y
mutant crystal structure (PDB entry 2aup)15 was calculated with
respect to the HbI(CO)2 F97Y mutant crystal structure (PDB entry
2auo).15
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at all with the species-associated curve obtained from the
experiment.
Among 106 refined structures that had substantially reduced

χ2 values, we selected the representative structures by applying
the clustering method, in which the structures were categorized
according to their structural similarities by comparing the rmsd
values. As a result, 76 structures (out of 106) were classified as
the first cluster and proposed as the candidate structures (blue
circles). A structure having an average rmsd among the first
cluster was selected as a representative structure for the wild-
type I3 intermediate. The convergence to the optimized
structure was confirmed by inspecting the displacement plots
for all 76 candidate structures included in the first cluster. As
shown in Figure 4c, the displacement plots for the candidate
structures were well-matched with each other, confirming the
convergence. Naturally, the theoretical scattering curves from

the best structures converged to the experimental species-
associated scattering curve, as shown in Figure 4e.
The rmsd values of the overall protein structures, the heme−

heme distances, the subunit rotation angles, and the
comparison with static structure of deoxy-HbI for the averaged
refined structures of the intermediates are summarized in Table
1.

Changes in Structural Parameters and the Effect of
F97Y Mutation. Inspection of the structural parameters of the
best structures for the four structurally distinct intermediates
[I1, I2, I3(WT), and I3(F97Y)] reveals detailed structural
transitions between the intermediates. The subunit rotation
angle is the key structural parameter for a quaternary structural
transition. In addition, it is relevant to compare the distance
between the iron atoms of the hemes that are directly in contact
with each other through the hydrogen-bonding network and
thus modulate the ligand affinity drastically.13,23 Figure 5 shows

Figure 5. Structural dynamics of HbI extracted from the species-associated scattering curves using structure refinement. (a, b) Distributions of (a)
the subunit rotation angles and (b) the heme−heme distances for the best-fit structures. Those corresponding to I1, I2, I3(WT), and I3(F97Y) are
colored in black, red, blue, and green, respectively. (c) Schematic summary of the structural transitions for the wild type and the mutant. The
structural transitions from HbI(CO)2 to I2 via I1 are identical for the wild type and the mutant. In contrast, for the transition from I2 to I3, interfacial
water molecules enter in the wild type and exit in the mutant, and the extent of the structural change is smaller for the mutant. Especially, the heme−
heme distance of I3(F97Y) is not reduced relative to that of I2, whereas I3(WT) exhibits a smaller heme−heme distance than I2. The green and blue
arrows in (c) are used to indicate the relative magnitudes and directions of the changes in the heme−heme distance and subunit rotation angle
relative to HbI(CO)2.
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the occurrence distributions of the subunit rotation angle and
the heme−heme distance for I1, I2, I3(WT), and I3(F97Y). The
transitions from HbI(CO)2 to I1 and I2 involve only negligible
amounts of rotation, with rotation angles of −0.1 ± 0.5 and 0.1
± 0.5°, respectively, and the distance between iron atoms of the
two hemes remains essentially identical (18.0 ± 0.2 and 17.9 ±
0.3 Å for I1 and I2, respectively). The deviation value represents
the variation only among the best structures. The major
rotation occurs in the transition from I2 to I3(WT), with a
rotation angle of 3.5 ± 0.6°. The F97Y mutant also undergoes a
similar degree of major rotation (3.0 ± 0.6°) as the wild type in
the transition from I2 to I3(F97Y). The subunit rotation angles
and the heme−heme distances determined for I1, I2, and I3 in
solution reveal that I1 and I2 are in R states and I3 is in the T
state.
However, the heme−heme distance shows a dramatic

contrast between I3(WT) and I3(F97Y). As can be seen in
the occurrence distribution of the iron−iron distance in Figure
5b, the transition from I2 to I3(WT) further reduces the heme−
heme distance to 16.6 ± 0.2 Å, whereas I3(F97Y) has a heme−
heme distance of 18.0 ± 0.2 Å, which is nearly identical to the
distance in I2. The unchanged heme−heme distance in
I3(F97Y) relative to I2 can be linked to the absence of flipping
of Phe97 in the mutant. In the wild type, the Phe97 residue is
flipped from the interface to the inside of the subunit as a result
of the transition from I2 to I3(WT), while Tyr97 of I3(F97Y)
remains in the interface between the subunits and thus hinders
the contraction of the heme−heme distance.15 The larger
distance between the hemes of I3(F97Y) also leads to the
acceleration of bimolecular CO recombination in the mutant by
a factor of 14. For the CO recombination to occur in I3(WT),
the two hemes at a reduced distance must move away to allow
the CO ligands to come in. However, I3(F97Y) can easily
accept the CO ligands without a large movement of the hemes
because the heme−heme distance in I3(F97Y) is already similar
to that of HbI(CO)2. Therefore, it takes less time for the
bimolecular CO recombination to occur in the F97Y mutant
than in the wild type.

■ CONCLUSION

In this work, by applying pump−probe X-ray solution
scattering, we visualized the structural transition of a protein
in solution in real time. Although time-resolved X-ray solution
scattering has been previously applied to proteins, detailed
structural information on transient intermediates could not be
obtained from those studies because of the lack of a proper
structural analysis tool. By taking advantage of a novel
structural analysis using Monte Carlo simulations, we have
elucidated the unprecedented structural details of transient
intermediates involved in the solution-phase protein structural
transition on picosecond and nanosecond time scales. From the
extensive analysis of both the kinetics and structure of the
transient intermediates, we have revealed that the singly
liganded and unliganded forms of the intermediates formed
in the HbI allosteric transition share the same structure.
Application of our approach combining time-resolved X-ray
solution scattering and structural analysis aided by Monte Carlo
simulations to other systems should provide new insights into
protein structural dynamics.
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